
32nd  Communication 

25/09/2018 



Fr.Eduardo M. Palma presides over the Eucharist 
(Diocesis of Catanza). He is a biblist. Professor in the 
Gregorian and Teresianum Universities. 

Tell me, who doesn’t like to use a new 
notebook? This way, the chapter members 
flocked to the chapel today. After so many 
days with legislation , for them it’s is a new 
start, a gift from the Lord, penultimate 
phase of the Chapter.  

The Demarcation of Kenya animated the liturgy: «My 
mother are those who hear God's word and put it into 
practice …» Mary, his Mother, kept in her heart these 
words  and she practised: FIAT 

Challenging Gospel word of today: : «These are 
my mother,…» As a christian, as a consecrated 
person, he expressed openly saying that “I 
want to keep and do the will of the Father as 
Jesus did, as Mary did, but many times I see  
that this «will» clashes with «my» will. But God 
is always there helping, encouraging and loving 
me”.  



This will of God clashes with ours was acted out in the 
chapter hall by the sisters of Kenya through a small skit. 

We have spoken and  we wrote about our desire to go out to the 
peripheries, to share with the one who got the least, but at the moment of 
truth we approach  from our power position and we are reluctant to share 
with them their «wealth», this is what exists where we see «misery» 

A sister goes to the peripheries, to visit a house of a old lady.  

She feels thirsty after a long walk and at reaching the old 
woman´s house the lady offers her a glass of water. 

The water is dirty, there is no running water in poor woman’s 
house, the glass is dirty and only one glass in the house. 

She wants to remain good so that the other may not notice: Which side she might 
have used to drunk? Surely from the good side; surely, from the broken side. Just 
the contrary, the old lady had broken one side after drinking  so that the other one 
might use the good side. How much to learn!. 



Today’s moderator is Nati and 
the first thing was to read and 

approve  acta nº 10 that was 
covering two days 

 Revision on the chapter agreements on 
economic management 

 Proposals for the restructuration of some of 
the demarcations 

 Palautian places. 

 Prokarde. 

The first two points were studied by 
groups followed by common assembly in the 
Chapter Hall and decision making. 

Soon the study topics for today were presented: 

A little break in between is not bad 

The studies lastedthe whole morning and the 
continuation will be in the afternoon. See 
you later. 



While they work we will share with you a note of humour and 
gratitude. 

Do you remember on the 11th of this month we received the news 
from Colombia about the death of Sr. Beatriz Mejia’s father? 

We quickly looked for a way possible for her so that she could be at the 
side of the family and say good-bye to her father  and she was able and 
now she is accompanying her people..  

This  is the note of remembrance that we are sharing with all of you 
because she also applied  a spark of humour to this fraternal encounter. 







The Palautian 
places 
are….. 

We present to you the 
voluntieers of PROKARDE  

for the next year… 



And so,  with our hall, groups, dining room, hall, chapel…. we reached  to 
the end of the day and like everyday we welcomed the time of rest. 
Tomorrow… we will continue. 


